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TRUMAN MADSEN joseph smith the prophet salt lake city
ap 10.95
bookcraft 1989 202 pp
1095
reviewed by glen M leonard an editor historian and museum administrator
living in farmington utah

books about joseph smith abound some attempt a full scale
life many select an aspect of the prophets spiritual career his
teachings writings revelations or prophecies or significant
events such as the 1820 vision or the 1844 martyrdom A few focus
on his ancestry his family or reminiscences of his associates the
prophet appears in many other books and articles not directly about
him but about latter day saints individually and collectively thus
when another volume about joseph smith appears we need to ask
where the volume fits on the shelf of studies of the prophet and then
what it contributes to an understanding of the young man whose
brief earthly career now impacts the lives of more than seven
million people
Mad sens book is not biography though it touches
maddens
truman madsens
upon aspects of joseph smiths character and personality nor is it
primarily a collection of the prophets ideas despite numerous
quotations from his discourses and writings it is not history
although cast into a loosely chronological set of thematic chapters
simply put this latest look at joseph smith the prophet is a
compendium of faith promoting reminiscences combined with
snippety
snippets of josephs own words all laced into an informed and
informal commentary reflecting the insights of one who admires
joseph smiths humanity and affirms his prophetic calling the
book is a tribute as well as an attempt to profile the personality of
joseph smith as a religious leader
book s content is the product of extensive searching in the
the books
sources for the hundreds of anecdotes and little known details that
form the bulk of the eight chapters madsen uses quotations from
joseph smiths writings and sermons to illuminate the prophets
religious experiences his everyday interactions and his approach
to doctrine madsen also draws extensively from published and
unpublished diaries recollections reminiscences and tributes
from these sources come the tantalizing tidbits that are the
volumes principal contribution
joseph smith the prophet originated as a series of eight hour
long lectures delivered during education week at brigham young
university these discourses attracted such interest that tape recordings
cordings of the lectures were marketed beginning in 1978 from
that wider listening audience came repeated encouragements to
publish the lectures and provide information on the sources
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it is not surprising that those listening to the tapes would seek
documentation for the hundreds of tidbits shared in the loosely
organized presentation madsen kept the attention of his listeners
as he will with readers by sharing one after another anecdotes of
the miraculous curious and humorous in josephs interactions
with others this amazing collection of gee whiz data holds the
readers attention and too often tests even the well informed
students credulity
readers will find themselves turning to the endnotes after
each story to discover where this or that tantalizing tidbit had been
tucked away they will discover that many choice stories are
first hand reports from journals or an occasional letter
original firsthand
written soon after the incident occurred most date from the nauvoo
Mad sens commaddens
period other sources contributing extensively to madsens
pilation are the published accolades and reminiscences from the
young womans
comans journal the juvenile instructor the contributor
and autobiographies of the prophets contemporaries the maga
zine articles mostly written as faith promoting literature for
youth and the life stories share a common time and frame of
reference created between about 1880 and 1930 they were testimonials of a dying generation of witnesses these latter day
pioneers were preserving for their sons and daughters selected
experiences of the founding generation of the church they remem
kemem
marty red prophet and
bared discrete personal interactions with a martyred
bered
wished their children to learn to know him vicariously for many
items only one source records the experience or impression the
information is individual and personal these single source reports
are historically unverifiable yet in a spiritually motivating sense
they offer incontestable witness
madsen molds these memories into themes that flow in broad
time the book begins with an examination of the first
patterns over
overtime
vision and josephs personality issues centered in the new york
years next come insights into the revelations and persecutions of
ohio and missouri finally the book focuses on the themes of
joseph as temple builder teacher and martyr in nauvoo
the published chapters are faithful to the spoken word of the
lectures which are only lightly edited to eliminate distracting
references the text thus retains the informality of a live presenta
tion in addition though filled with information the book will
reward many readers best through a right brain reading they will
find that the information is better felt than understood better heard
with the inner ear of inspiration the anecdotes and tidbits are
building blocks to feelings about joseph smith in his concluding
testimony madsen reaffirms this intention when he reminds his
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audience that the person theyve been getting to know through his
lectures is best understood as a religious figure a prophet of christ
in keeping with this framework index entries about the
prophet are grouped under four headings beliefs and opinions
personal characteristics personal history and experience and
prophetic and other spiritual attributes from these convenient
summaries of the books thesis we are reminded that in personal
characteristics joseph smith was athletic charitable cheerful
courageous discerning handsome hospitable humble imaginative intelligent kind to children loving neat obedient open
minded solicitous for his family and so on he was also a leader
a good listener and a student of the scriptures his prophetic
attributes included possession of every scripturally identified spiritual gift healing dreams faith tongues prophecy visions etc
and he was a deliverer of prophecy a revelator and a man who was
divinely taught
madsen uses as his biographical models the joseph smiths
recreated by lucy mack smith george Q cannon and john henry
evans his bibliography credits as well the tributes by hyrum L
andrus and helen mae andrus they knew the prophet ivan J
barrett joseph smith the extraordinary william E berrett
joseph smith symbol of greatness truman G madsen joseph
smith among the prophets edwin F parry stories about joseph
smith the prophet and john A widtsoe joseph smith seeker
of god it is this genre of writing about joseph
after truth prophet ofgod
Mad senss joseph smith the prophet the
smith that best explains madsen
Mad sens campus lectures was to motivate his audience
purpose of madsens
maddens
to understand appreciate and know the man joseph and through
him the man jesus
As inspirational literature the success of that effort must be
Mad sens
maddens
judged by the responses of individual readers for many madsens
impressionistic generalizations and attention getting anecdotes
will contribute less to an understanding of joseph smith than the
imperfect offerings of existing histories and biographies while the
amazing revelations of the little known may captivate they will not
lead to a meaningful acquaintance with the prophet who challenged us all in his last months to discover him and his incredibly
complex personal history
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